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ABSTRACT 

The thesis research was aimed at stud)ing the theoretical and practical aspects of the 

Radiometric, 'vIagnetic, Electromagnetic, Induced Polarization (IP) and Resistivity methods and 

apply the integrated methods for graphite exploration in the Gara Gedemsa area. TIle physical 

plinciples and mathematical foundations, fields of applications and Plinciples of data acquisition 

and interpretation of each method are studied in detail. 

Integrated geophysical survey, comprising the Radiometric, Magnetic, GENlE-EM, IP and 

Resistivity methods, was conducted in the Gara Gedemsa area to map the lateral and vertical 

distributions of the graphitic mineralization. The area is located in Southern Ethiopia some 6 km 

northlv<;:st of ;Vloyale to\Yn. Geologically, tllis area is mostly covered by mafic-ultramafic rocks 

(talc-tremolite. talc-tremolite-actinolite and ampllibole schists), whereas quartzite, quartz-utica 

sellist and pegmatite veins that are closely distributed \\1th the graphite scllists are found to have 

rebtive1y smaller di,tribution. 

The geophysical survey results have delineated one major grapltitic zone at the southern 

margin of th" survey gJld with shike length more than 2 km along W30~ and an average 1\ idth 

\'arying from 25m to 50 m. From the pole-dipole IP, Resislh lty and GENlE amplitude ratio data. 

tlus gJ'aphitic body is found to be dipping towards not1h at about 55° and extends to a depth of not 

kss than 50 m. TIus grapltitic zone is almost equally demarcated by ,Ill methods employed for lh~ 

SUl'\"~'. HO\\ever. the GE:-"1E-E:\I survey with the 50 III transnlitler-receiver spacing has shOI\n 

better resolution in di~criminaling the paralld gJ'aplulic lenses closely separated by the 

nonconducth'e quartz-utica schists . 

.-\ less prominent gJ'apltitic zone is outlined at the central part of the gJid, and from 

exploration point of view, it deserves less interest due to its smaller lateral distlibution and low 

anomaly-to-backgJ'ound contrast. Based on the geophysical survey results, a generahled physico

geological model of the Gara Gedemsa gJ'apllite OCCUITence is generated. Moreover, two bore holes 

are recommended over the main gJ'apllitic zone in order to corul!:m its depth extension and then:by 

evaluate the econoutic significance of the deposit. 

\'iii 



1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 General 

1.1.1 Geophysical Methods for Mineral Exploration 

The ultimate target of any exploration activity, whatever the method applied, is to discover 

mineral deposits serving as raw mateIials for industIies and for other purposes. This pIincipal target 

may be achieved by application of integrated geological, geophysical and geochemical methods of 

prospecting which are to be followed by mining and dIilling operations. However, the discovery of 

mineral deposits that are concealed at a larger depth is found to be a difficult task for geological 

and geochemical methods of exploration. In such conditions. the geophysical methods. which are 

based on the study of the distIibution of physical fields naturally existing or artificially created 

within the ground hosting the buried deposits. provide better opportunities. 

In modern exploration work. different geophysical methods like magnetics, radiomet,y. 

electrical and ekctromagnetics. gravity, sdsmic and othel'S are applied to search for mineral 

d"posits. 

The choice of an aI'"" for a geophysical investigation is often dictated by geological 

considerations. On the other hand, the decision as to which of the geophysical mdhods are to be 

used in an area pIimarily depends on the expeded wntrast in the physical properties (magndic 

susceptibility, electIical resisti\}ty, ekctIical polariz.lbility, radioactivity, density, etc.) of the are 

bodies and the rocks in which they are fou&1 embedded. 111e physical property contrast bd\\ een 

an ore body Jnd the host rock is mainly ddennined by the mineralogical compositions, size and 

depth of the ore body (6,22; . 

. \ geophysical search for an ore body may be conducted in two different ways: the direct 

and indirect search. .\ direct search is possible \\'hen the measured physical fields are direct 



1.1.2. Prospecting for Graphite Deposits 

Graphite i~ a mineral variety of the chemical dement carbon. It is one of the softest 

minerals, .md is formed chiefly out of organic carbon in rocks under high temperature conditions. 

Its ore are usually subdivided into two groups: a) cryptocrystalline or amorphous graphite- which is 

formed from coal seams that have undergone contact metamorphism; and b) phanerocl)'stalline 

graphite- derived from organic matter disseminated in heavily altered sedimentary rocks which have 

been converted by high temperatures and pressures into gneisses and crystalline schists. Deposits of 

phanerocrystalline graphite are associated with met~morphic and igneous rocks (gneisses. 

crystalline schists, marbles, granites. etc.), while cryptocrystalline deposits occur between series of 

sedimentaIY rocks (sandstones, clayey schists, limestones) [8,9). 

Commercially, graphite serves as a raw material in the manufacturing of crucibles and other 

rdl'actory products, for making luhIicant. hrushes tor electric motors, foundry facings, pigments. 

hatteIies and pencils. It is also used in atomic reactors to slow dmm the neutrons \9). These ane' 

other uses of graphite necessitaTe the exploration for it. 

Graphite is mainl~' characterized hy its sonness. Besides. it soils fingers, marks paper and i' 

greasy when touched. These properties are used to ident~' it in the field [9). ConsideIing it> 

physical properties, graphite has low susceptibility, high conducth'ity and also high chargeahilil\": 

and often these fealures make it anomalous relative to its host rocks [21.20]. Thus. the magnetic 

the electrical and the electromagnetic methods can be suitably applied to delineate graphitic hodies. 

1.2 Grophysical Explorations in the Sun'ey Area 

1.2.1 Location and Accessibility of the Survey Area 

The ;ovloyale gI'aphite OCCU1Tence is situated about 5-6 hm north-lVest of the "·/oyaie to\\n 

near Ethio-henyan border within the Oromi~'a region (Fig. 1). 
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Geographically, the area is located between 303z'23"Ni3S"S9'55"E and 

3033'43"N/39°01'46"E with elevation ranging from 1100 m to 1300 m above mean sea level and 

covering a total area of 2.4 sq. km. TIle topography is rugged and is vegetated with small hushes 

and trees. The climate is very hot during summer and moderate in the winter. 

The area is accessible via a 770 km Addis Ababa-Moyale asphalt road and a detour of 5-6 

kin dry weather road. 

1.2.2 Objectlws 

The aim of the present research is to study the theoretical foundations and practical 

applications of the geophysical methods that are often used in mineral exploration, and apply 

integrated techniques for e,xploration of graphite deposit in ihe Gara-Gedemsa area, 

111e objectives of Ihis thesis research were, therefore: 

• to study the theoretical foundations and practical applications of integrated geophysical 

methods consisting of magnetics, radiometry, electrical & electromagnetics for mineral. 

in particular for graphite. exploration in the Gara-Gedemsa area; 

• to carry out petrophysical analysis, such as magnetic susceptibility, chargeabilit)' and 

apparent resisth,jty of the main rock units of the study area and work OUI criteria for 

field data interpretation; 

• to map the lateral distribution, depth extension and strike and dipping direction of the 

graphite mineralization within the survey area; 

• to det~~t and identi(v geological structures. such as faults. fractures (shear zones), folds, 

litho-contacts, etc, as possible sites of graphite and other associated mineralization; and 

• to compile a generalized physico-geological model, representing the mineralized zone of 

the stud\' area, that may be applied in oth.::r areas with sinillar geological selling. 
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1.2.3 Methods of Approach 

To achieve the objectives set above, geophysical studies were carried out in the survey area 

along twenty one proflles laid perpendicular to the assumed strike of the target body. During the 

course of the field survey, chargeability ~f), apparent resistivity (P.), total magnetic field (T), 

amplitude ratio of vertical magnetic field and intensities of natural gamma radiations (Total Count, 

1(, C, Th) were measured and/or indirectly determined. For reliable interpretation and correlation 

of the geophysical results, the different physical parameters were measured along the same profiles. 

In addition, analysis of the rock's magnetic susceptibility, apparent resi~tivity and chargeability were 

performed using rock samples collected from the field and measured data so as to work out cliteria 

for further geophysical data interpretation. The interpretations are made from the generated 

contour and pseudosection maps. and profile curves of the field data. Finally. the results are 

Integrated with the available geological information on whose basis conclusions are fonvarded 

regarding the abundance and economic significance of the graphite deposit. 

.-\ccordingly, the next four chapters present a theoretical description, methodologies of the 

field \\orks and field results, induding (hna analysis, pres<'ntation and in1<'rpretation of each of the 

method used in the survey. In presenting the resuits. the coordinates of the maps and proflle curves 

arc named assuming the profiles (0 lie along n0i1h-south direction, only for simplicity. 

Geographically, the profiles lie along ~30oE, whereas the base line lies along \i"30"N. The strike 

direction of the target body is defined with respect to geographic n0l1h. In the last and concluding 

chapler. the integrated interpretation of the field data is carried 0111. The geology and petrophysical 

analysis of rocks from the study area are presented in the following section. 

6 



1.3 General Geology of the Survey Area 

1.3.1 Geology and ~'lineralization 

The geology of Moyale area has been .studied at different times by different investigators. 

However, more recently a regional geological map ,l! a scale 1 :50 000 was compiled by Tolosa S. 

et al. [22]. Accordingly, the Gara-Gedemsa and its surrounding areas are bounded by a 

granodiorite complex which at places is intersected by Nl'.'E-SSW running faults. Graphitic schists 

and mafic-ultramafic rocks are sandwiched by this granodiorite complex. 

Detailed geological mapping has corrunenced in 1995 in conjunction ""lth the geophysical 

surveys employing the Magnetics, Radiometry, Resistnity and Induced Polarization methods. As 

ShOlyn on the I: 1 0 000 scale geological map in Fig. 2, the mqjoril)' of the Gara-Gedemsa area is 

covered by mafic-ultramafic rocks that are represented by taJc-tremolite, taJc-tremolite-actinolite as 

well as amphibolite schists. In addition. pegmatite wins are commonlv encountered at the 

northwest-central and southern margins of the gJid. At different localities. quartzites and quartz

mica schists intercalated with graphitic zon.es are mapped. At the north-west of the gJid occurrences 

of qU<H1Z wins are also mapped. 

As f<lf as the mineral occummces are con~emecl so far graphile seems to be the most 

abundant mineral expected to desel"e exploration interest. Geologically. IWO zones are reported 10 

be associated with graphite min,ralization - one at th" southem margin and the other at the central 

part of the glid. At some places within thes" zones. graphite is obs"ned exposed on the surface. 



A brief petrographic study of graphit<;; from the },joyale area by Gautncb H. [GJ has 

indicated that the graphite is weU crystallized and flaky and is oriented paraU",l to the foliation in the 

graphite schist. The graphite ore is assumed to be derived from organic matter disseminated in 

hea"ily altered sedimentary rocks, which have been converted by high temperatures and pressures 

into crystalline schists. The pegmatite veins mapped in association with the graphite schists could be 

the result of late cooling of the molten igneous masses that rose from the depths of the ea!1h, which 

might have caused the graphitic alteration. 

Within the present area of survey, next to graphite, talc may be considered as the second 

target of industrial mineral exploration. 
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1.3.3 Petrophysical Analysis of Rocks from the Study Area 

The susceptibility measurements made using a core testing unit (CTL'-2) for rock sampks 

collected from the field, mainly along the expected anomalous zone, have indicated susceptibility 

readings in the order of 10.8 to 10.5 cgs. The graphite sampks displayed low susceptibility values 

relative to the host rocks (quartzite, pegmatite, and mafic-ultramafic units represented by talc-

tremolite and talc-tremolite-actinolite schists). On the other hand, the chargeability and resistivity of 

the major rock units of the area were estimated from the physical parameters measured in the field 

using the central gradient array with the current and the potential electrodes spacings of 1480 and 

20 meters respectively. Accordingly, the graphite schist is represented by high chargeability and low 

resistivity relative to the host rocks. These physical property contrasts allow to delineate the 

graphitic zone geophysically. The results are presented in Table 1. 

Table 1. Physical propelties of major rock units of the survey area 

Type Susceptibility Chargeability , Resistivity 
i 

x lO'· cgs (msec) I (Ohm-m) 

I------ hi hi 
i 

Grap te sc st • 0.04-0.64 60-180 i 0-10 

QUJltzite 
i 

0.354-144 20-30 i >1000 

Quartz-mica schist ; 0.04-0.354 . 40-50 i 5-20 

Pegmatite ,* 3il-·W ! 200-700 
I -

\[afic -ultramafic( ta le-tremo lite, i 0.64-24 0-20 I 10-1000 
! 

talc-trcmolite-actinolite) 
, 
, 

The values ev"n vary considerably for th~ same ro~k lYpc which could be attribukd to somo factors 

like thennodynamic conditions responsible for the alterations, the degree of weathering and the 

JO 



dfickncy of the method used to estimate the values. Physical propelties of some rocks and 

minerals are given in Table 2 for comparison (adapted from [10.18,21]). 

Table 2. Physical properties of some rocks and minerals 

:'\0 Roc~fineral type : Susceptibility , Resistivity (Ohm-m) 
i 

(x 10· emu) 
i 

I I 
i , 
, , 

I Range , Average 
I , I 

-,--'-
.\tnphibolite 

, 
'60 I 1. 

" 
! ! 

2. Graphite schist ! j ! 10' _ 102 

3. Quartzite , t 350 1O-2xlO' , 
. 

4. Gneiss ' 10-2000 ! ' 2.5 x 10 , , ! 

5. llhlfic (talc schist, : 100-1000 ! : 5-100 I 

amphibolite schist) , 

6. ' Pegmatite ' 3000-7 5000 ! 5000 , 
, , 

7. ' Granite O·-WOO 1400 ' 5.0 X 103 -3.6 X lO" 
! ! ! I 

-- .--
S. Granodiorite , ; 6.8 X 104 

9. Graphit~ ; -s , 10" _10' 

10. Quartz . -I -l x 1010 -2x IOU 

11. :-"lagnetite . IO'-1.6x10" ; 5 x 10' , 5 x 10" • 5.7xI0.3 , • 

II 
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2 RADIOMETRIC METHOD 

2.1 Basic Theory 

Rad ioactivity: The nuclei of celtain elements disintegrate spontaneously emitting energetic 

corpuscular and electromagnetic radiation and, in doing so, are transfolmed into nuclei of oth~r 

dements. The alpha (Helium nuclei) and beta (positron or electron) pal1ic1es and gamma ("I) 

radiation are emitted fi'om the process. TIUs phenomenon of spontaneous disintegration and 

emission of radiation is known as radioactivity. Of the three radiations, the gamma (y) radiation is 

,ucc~ssfully used for exploration purposes due to its better penetration power. .\.lthough about fifty 

naturally occuning elements are known to be radioactive, only uranium (L ,), thorium (Th) and Jr. 

isotope of pot.1ssium (K) are found to be important for exploration purposes [21]. 

The disintegration of a giwn quantity of any radioacti,,;; element is expressed by th" 

exponential law 

(I) 

where '\'0 - is the number of nuclei initially present, " the numb;:r of nuclei remaining after tUIK '-

.md;. is the decay ~onst;lI1t. 

TIle half-life (Tl,c), the time during \\'hich half th, atoms of J nuclei disinkgratc, to; giwn b: 

T.
L

, = 0.693 
- l. 

(2) 

Rad ioacti\'ity of rocks: The radioacthity of rocks is dependent upon the amount of uranium and 

thOlium and their daughter products like radium. polonium, radon. etc. present in them. t:ranilllr. 

occurs in acidic and alkaline rocks. like granites and pegmatites. in the fOl1n of a mineral called 

uraninite. Certain metaliferous veins enriched with minerals like tin, copper. lead and silver m,n 

contain uranium, sometimes in appreciable quantities. In addition. uraniulll may occur ill 

t2 



2.~ Data Processing. Presentation and Interpr'etation 

Data Processing and Presentation: Owing to the y-rays in cosmic radiation and the atmosphere. 

and also the general radioactivity of rocks, there is always a background count which must be 

determined in every survey area so as to evaluate the anomalylbackground ratio and perfolln data 

interpretation. 

The result of the radiometric sUlvey is displayed as contour maps in countsl3 seconds. The 

field data for each channel (Total Count, K, D, Th) was first gridded at 5-units cell size and then 

contoured using the "geosoft" mapping and processing system. The Total Count contour map is 

prepared using contour intervals of25 and 50 counts'3 sec and compiled at the scale of 1:10 000, 

whereas the potassium contour map is generated at the same scale using a 4 counts'3 sec contour 

interval. Because of the poor anomaly/background contrast of the l' and Th measurements. no 

prominent geological information were recognized from their results. Therefore. presenting the l' 

and Th maps was found unnecessary. 

Data Interpretation: On the radiomelty total count contour map (Fig. 3) tlu'ee distinct anomalous 

lones with enhanced response are observed. Of these zones. Ihe first and th" most signiiicant one. 

with ,'alues greater than 70 counts per s,,';oIl([ (210 counts,3 s~.;J. is mapped at the southem margin 

of the grid almost along ·WO S. As seen from the map. this zone has a slJi1.e length of more than 2 

km along \\'30OX with an average width of about 250 melers between proftles 200\\' and lOOOI\" 

and thins to about 100 meters in the eastern portion of the grid. 11le position of tlus slronS 

radiometric, anomaly zone coincides with thl.' distribution of pegmatite veill5 \Iluch haw 



space rdationship with graphit" mineralization. TIlis dongated anomalous zone is open to the west 

and east indicating the continuation of a similar fonnation beyond the surv<,yed grid. 

TIle second anomalous zone, detected at the central part of the grid between 200W/O and 

200E '500S with east-west strike direction (Fig. 3), is characterized by moderate to high values (50-

100 counts 'sec). Geologically, small pegmatite veins intercalated between graphitic schists are 

assumed to be responsible for the circular patches of anomalies encountered within this zone. 

The third anomalous zone with moderate response (50-85 counts/sec) is detected between 

500W<!00S and 1000\\,;200S. The position of this moderate radiometry zone and the oval shape 

anomaly with a relatively higher response (70-100 counts'sec) observed within this zone at 

1000W-100S also coincides with the distribution of pegmatite veins which could cause the 

anomaly. The areas of low radiometric response (less than 50 counts/sec) observed on the map 

represent mafic-ultramafic units such as talc-tremolite, t,dc-tremolik-actinolite and amphibolite 

schists. 

Similar to the total count. the potassium measurements (Fig. ~) have roughly outlined Ihe 

main lithvlogic units of th, surh'Y area. mlJf" or kss, fJllu\,ing Ih" sallle trenJ. The anom .. luu, 

zone .llong the south em m'lrgin of Ih" gIid, ddc.t..;d by Ihe total coulll measurements. is 

characterized by potJs~ium radiation intensities in th~ range of 3-8 counts·sec. TIle central and 

n0l1h\w.\t anomalous zones are represented by moderate \'alues in the range of 2. 5-5 counts·se~. 

The mafic-ultramatic units represented hy talc-tremolite. talc-tremolite-actinoUte and amphihoUte 

schists. ha\'e relatively sho\\'n 10\\' potassium radiation intensities, less than 2. 5 counts'sec. \\;Ih 

some distrihution of moderate values. 

GeneraUy. from the radiometric survey daw. it may be concluded thaI the sources of the 

obselved anomalies are bodies with high content of pOlassium such as pegmatites amLor zones lhat 

have unuergone potas,iulll aller'Hion \vhich m,n- have genetic rdalion \vilh graphilic schiSh. 

16 
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3 MAGNETIC METHOD 

TIle magnetic method of prospecting is the oldest geophysical method and is applied in 

various degrees for rninera~ o~ gas, coal and groundwater explorations as well as for geotechnical 

and archaeological site investigations [5). TIle method is especially effective to map stlUctural 

f~atures like faults, fractures and/or contact zones which often serve as potential hosts for a variety 

of minerals and lor conduits for movement of groundwater. In oil, gas and coal exploration the 

mdhod is mainly used as a reconnaissance tool to assist in outlining and detennining the thickne,s 

of the sedimenta~' basin and areal e:-.1ent oflhe potential area. 

In mining geophysics. the method is applied to locate zones of occurrence of ferrous and 

non-ferrous mineral deposits such as iron ores. base-metals. sulphides. gold. graphite, asbestos. etc. 

b~· measuring the magnetic ttdd variation produced due to the remnant anc\Jor induced 

magnetization contrasts between the lnineralized bodies and rhe host rock. 

3.1 Basic ",Iagnetic Theory 

The Earth's ",Iagnetic field: The knowledge of the eanh's m<tgllelic propcnies and ~onditions ui 

th" earth as a whole is nec,ssary as magnetic measurements Me made \\ itllin the magnetic fid.j of 

thoC e;nih. The earlh's magnetic fidd at a given place and time iJ; believed to have: 

• an exkmal origin - which is due to the solar wind. it ,;onstant stream of ionized particks 

emitted from the sun. It makes 0.50 0 of the fidd and is th~ cause for th~ diumal variation of th, 

total fidd; 

• an int~rnal Oligin - which is dul.' to magnetk fidd of the dipok field generated at th~ outer core: 

• magnetism of rock's- associated with geological .,tructur~s. :-'fagnctk field variations produc,d 

due to tlus field is the clud ink rest in magnetic prospcding and it designates the anomaly part. 

to 



The earth's total field intensity is not perfectly symmetric about the geographical poles due 

to local variations in the distribution of magnetic minerals within the earth's C11lSt. The field 

variation with time is also observed due to the effect of solar ",ind that reaches in the range of 50-

100 nT and magnetic storms in the order of 50 nT as they distort the magnetosphere or the external 

magnetic field of the earth. The earth's internal or main field also changes slowly over many year> 

through what is termed as the secular variation. The inclination, intensity and even the location of 

the poles varies slowly [2,14]. To isolate the anomaly part, that is, the field due to local magnetized 

bodies within the earth '< crust. the main field and the diurnal patts must be removed as the 

geomagnetic observation is necessarily affected by the sum of all the three parts. 

'.Iagnetir field strength: The force Fbetween two poks with ,trength Po and P separated by a 

distance I' is expressed as 

-: .l1u PoP F=---, 
411U. r-

(3) 

\\-hen F is in ~CI\10ns, P in ampere-meters and r in meters, ><<>. the penncability of free spaCe. :, 

gi\-en in :':CI\10n per square ampere \X .-\'). ,~ is the rdali\'e p;;nm:ability of the medium separatir.; 

the pob. an,! is ,iimcn,ion bs. TIle magndic fidd strength ,1t .1 point is de[mcd as the force p~[ 

unit of pol~ str"ngth llllich Ilouid b~ cx.rkd on ;1 small pole of strength Po if p/a;;ed at that poinl. 

TIlUS. the fidd strength Ii du. to a pole of strength P at a dist.mce r is given as 

- F f.i oP H = -- or = ---c-
D f~III.2 Jo -t~'r. 

(4) 

whe.rc H is in Ampere per meter. 

'.Iagn~tic Induction: A magnetic body when placed in an external field Hhas its internal po\;:' 

more or less lined up by the fidd fr to produce a fidd of its own frl, which increases the 101,11 

fidd within the body. This ,xtra field is rdated to the intemity of magnetization I as [17]. 
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frl = 41l i (5) 

where the induced intensity of magnetization i, i.e., the magnetic moment per unit volume. 

acquired by the body due to a magnetizing force fr is given by 

i=Kfr (6) 

where K is volume susceptibility of the body. 

The intensity of magnetization is an important property of rocks which has great 

significance in magnetic prospecting. 

The magnetic effect of a homogeneously magnetized body depends on the grain size of the 

magnetic minerals, their distribution Ivithin the rock mass and also the direction of magnetization. 

The ma!!l1ctic induction B is defined as the total tleld \\ith in the bod\'. i.e., - . 

B=fr .... W (7) 

Substituting for frl [rom eqns. (5) and (6). 

§ = (1 + 41lh)fr (8) 

where (l ~41lh) = P is the relative magnetic pelmeability. R an intrinsic magnetic strength and 

B represents the induced magndic field plus an intI1nsic magnetic field. 

In SI system of units fr is measured in Ampere per mder, whereas B is in Weber per 

square meter. In the cgs system, where one unit of ekctric cutTent (absolute-ampere) is 10 

ordinary Ampere, i.(:., I ab Ampere = 10 . .I,mpcre, magnetic induction § is measured in Gauss (G) 

and jj - in Oersted. Because these units are large, a nanotesla (nT) or ganunas CO is used tu 

measure the magnetic field strength inmagneric prospecting [1 ~.211. 

1'( = 10" G = InT 

~ I 



Earth's .\[ugnetic Field Elements: The dire.:tion and magnitude of the geomagnetic field at any 

point on the earth's swface are represented by a vector parallel to the direction of the field pointing 

in th.: direction of force on a positive pole and having a length proportional to the strength of the 

fidd at that point. This Yector is r.:felTed to a set of mutually perpendicular axes directed 

astronomically north and east and vertically dO\Vllward (Fig. 5) . 

. NoI1h 

fI 

t 

Fig. 5 Earth's magnetic fidd elements 

The total tleld (T). the Yel1ical (Z) and the hOlizontal (H) components of the total field. the 

inclination (1) and declination (D) afe imp0l1ant components inyolved in magnetic prospecting In 

The magnetic elements as illustrated in Fig. 5 are rebt~d as toUo,,"s: 

H = T Cos J x = H Cos D H' 

l = T Sin J = H tan J: Y = H Sin D T' (9) 

where X and Yare the horizontal components of Yector P. 

These quantities can aha be derived tr')m magnetic potential V. In sp\mica\ coordinates. 

the vCl1ica\ (l) and horizontal (H) components of the total field (T) are defmed as 

._ 01'-:.101-' 
L=~;H=---a· . /' Ie 

where t = :2 -;- fI 

(10) 



For example. assuming a dipole of potential V = (~4l '~1l) i\l Cos 8 , r' located at the center 

of the earth, the horizontal and vertical components of the total magnetic field at an external poinl 

of distance r from the center is derived from the potential as follows (Fig. 6): 

z Be 

dipole 

Fig. 6. Schematic representation of the earth's magnetic tield 

1 3' j1 0.11 sin B 
Bo=H=--=·~~;--

r dB ~m·J 
(11) 

<"V 2j1o.lf cosB 
B. - Z - - - -=----c;---- - o· - ~:/'rJ 

(2) 

where 'II =211' (I tk dipok length) is the magnetic mom~nt. .lnd e the magnetic latitude. 

Substituting for .l:.o (= -In x 10.7 ?\'.\\ \1 (= 7.9 x lO" Am'), and I' (= 6.-1 X 106 m, fer the 

radius of the emih) in eqns. (11) and (12), the h0l1zontai and \eliical components of total magndi. 

field are nearly 0 Jnd 60,000 nT, respectively, along the nOl1h pole (8 = 0°) and the south pole ('C 

= 180°). Thus, at polar regions the total field has only vertical component. On the other hand. at 

the equator where e = 90°, the magnitudes are 30,000 nT and 0 for the h0I1zontai and verticJl 

components, respectively. Here the total field has a horizontal component which is only half the 

magnitude at polar regions. 

'IIagnetic Propeliies of Rock~: The magnetism of practically all rocks is controlled by their 

content of magnetic minerals like magnetite. hematite, pyl1'hotite, ilmenite and some other' 

\·Iagnetite is b~' far the most magnetic and the most common. Although the variation e>f 
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susc.eptibilities is consid~rable, it is possible to generalize that magnetite, pyrrhotite, ilmenite and 

some chrornite and manganese-bearing ores have large susceptibilities; while pyrite, zinc, and 

galena are characterized by lower susceptibility values. :\,finerais such as graphite and quartz haw 

negative susceptibility values, Rocks like basalts, diabases, skams and some granulites as \yell JS 

pegrnatites are much more magnetic than sedimentary rocks like limestones, sandstones and slates 

[2,14], Magnetic susceptibilities of some rocks and minerals are given in Table 2. 

3.2 :"Iagnptic Anomaly 

A magnetic anomaly represents a local disturbance in the earth's magnetic field \vhich an,,,, 

from a local change in magnetization or a magnetization contrast. The form of the magn~·:. 

anomaly from a given body depends on factors such as: the geometry of the body, the direction of 

the eal1h's field at the location of the hody. the direction of polarization of the rocks forming th~ 

body. the orientation of the body with respect to the direction of the eal1h's magnetic field, th 

oIientatj'Jn of the line of ohservation with respect to the axis of the body. etc. [14], l\lagn.;ti; 

anomalies in the eal1h's field are caused by two different kinds of magnetism - the induced ( " 

and the renmant ( [, ) magnetiz.ltions. Thus, total magnctiz.llion ( [) is a vector sum of the indu,~~ 

and renmant magndizations, i.e" 

(13) 

[ depends on the susceptibility of the body. whereas [ on the geologic history ofthe rocks. 

Practically. the sources of magnetic anomalies (-"T) are the exisknce of fel1'omagnet:. 

minerals in the cmst of the eal1h, TIle contrasting proportion of these felTomagnetic minerJ:' 

makes the anomaly defined 3S 

(l.J ) 



where T ob, - is the total magnetic field as measured by the survey magnetometer, To the magnetic 

fidd due to dipole, detennined from the IGRF (the Intemation.11 Geomagnetic Reference Field) 

and T"" is the magnetic field due to solar wind detennined from magnetogram or a base station 

magnetometer. 

The magnitude of the magnetic anomaly L', T (the component of the anomalous field in the 

direction of undisturbed total field), can also be expressed intenns of its components (see Appendix 

A for the derivation), i.e., 

L', T = 3H Cos I Cos <X + !'lZ Sin I (15) 

where ~ and !'lZ are the horizontal and vertical components of the change in total field due to the 

local disturbance; I the inclination, and a the profik azimuth or angle between the profile and 

hOlizont;lI. Tills relation is used in modeling magnetic data for dctennining the parameters of the 

anomalous body such as depth, shape, size and dip [2]. 

Eqn. (15) can be used to calculate the magnetic anomaly due to simple geologic structures 

like a dipole and a monopole at any magnetic latitude. For example, for a dipole located at the 

north pole (where I = 90°) (Fig. 7) it yields the following signature (assUlning o. to be zero): 

.',T = .',Z = Jf(2Z' - .'{') 
(X' +Z')''' 

Similarly, at the equatorial region, where I = 0°, it yields 

lvf(2X' - Z') 
,'o,T = .',}f = --C'-c-----c:-:-,-c 

(X' +Z')'12 

25 

(16) 
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Fig. 7. ~ofagnetic anomaly due to dipole a) at north pole and b) at the equator 

The maximum amplitude of the magnetic anomaly over the earth's surface is a function of 

the depth and contrast in the mass of magnetic minerals and, to a less extent, on the configuration 

of the source [2]. The basic expression for estimating the maximum amplitude of any anomaly is 

ghoen by 

(18) 

where i',T is the anomaly magnitude, [\,1 the magnetic moment. r the distance (depth) to the source. 

and 'n' a measure of the rate of decay of the field with distance. or fall-off rate (n~ 3 for a dipok. 

n~2 for a monopole. de.) [2J. 

The end result of a magnetic survey is an anomaly magnitude plot along a set of proftles or 

a magnetic contour map. Qualitatively the interpretation can be done by looking at the magnetic 

maps and delineating anomaly pattems. Successive drcular closed contours with anomalies 

increasing or decreasing show a cer1ain geologic stmcture Ivith either positive or negative anomaly. 

The direction of elongation of closed contours indicate the strike direction of the anomalies. High 

horizontal gradients are associated with contacts ber.veen rocks of different susceptibility and these 

may also indicate shallol\' anomalous bodies .. \n anomaly of large an':al e:-.1ent may be due to a 

IJrgc l\"eakly magndized shallOlY stnUure or a strongly magnetized small body at a greater depth. 



hurizontal components of the total field, as well as the declination and inclination of the magnetic 

fidds. For the present study, a proton-precession magnetometer, IGS-2iMP-4, is used to measurt 

the toll1 magnetic field. The total field measured by the proton-precession magnetometer is the sum 

of the unperturbed field (To) and the component of the local disturbance (LI Til) parallel to the 

unperturbed field, i.e., To + LIT b (Fig. 8). 

;'. T j (magnetic anomaly parallel to unperturbed 
---------.... ·'S'--,'T field) 

To + -" T 

To 

Fig. 8 Local perturbation of the total field vector 

The IGS-2i?\lP-.t has a resolution of 0.1 nT and a 2 seconds reading-time to sense a sligh! 

YJriation in the rocks magnetism [15]. The total field measurements were canied out along the 2: 

profiles sdcctcd for the oth<;'r surwys and readings I\cre taken at eyery 20 meter station in":rn] 

EYery day. before commencing the actual data acquisition and at the end of the daily SUlY;;y, the 

1'Jse station readings \\ere tak<;'n for diurnal :01'1·<;'ction. TIle s<;,nsor was mounted on a back·h3rne', 

in such a way that the polarizing field of the coit is pointing w11ical and a tuning field of 3~nf)1l n: 

";IS selected as required by the geographic 10cation of the survey area. 

3.~ Data Processing, Presentation and Interpretation 

Data Processing and Presentation: Diul11al Yariati0m of tht' earth's magnetic lield occur clue I" 

s01ar wind. micropulsalions and magnetic stonm. The correction for the diurnal variation was mad" 

using the readings taken by r<;,occupying the base-stillion chosen within the survey area where ti" 

fidd is assumed to be nonnal undi,turbcd. This lVi1s p~rfonned using th" rdJli"c, 



[( T, - I; )( I, - I tl j/( I, - I, ). where T, and T 2 are the base station readings at time t, and t,. 

respectively, and 4 is the time at which each reading was taken at the station. 

The secular variation is corrected by subtracting the applicable IGRF value, updated to the 

time of survey, fi'om the observed values of the total magnetic intensity [5]. In practice, for 

investigating magnetic anomaly of an area, the zero-level that is the reading of the instrument at a 

point where the field is the normal undisturbed geomagnetic field is used (19]. For this particular 

study the zero value was taken to be the base station reading. TIle local fields or the anomalies due 

to magnetism of magnetized rocks were then computed using eqn. (14) from the observed 

readings. The residual field map was generated with a contour interval of IOn T at a scale of 

I: 1 0 000 using the "geo~ofj" m'lpping and processing system. 

Data Intprprptation: The result of the magnetic survey has some indication over the anomalous 

zones which were identified from the radiometry data. As seen on the residual magnetic contour 

map (Fig. 9). the main anomalous zone delineated by high radiometry (Fig. 3) along the southern 

margin of the· survey grid generall~' displays weak magnetic response (i.e., ~ T less than 0 nT). This 

low magnetic response lies ben,een 4008 and 200S in the \wstem grid and tenninates around 

600W-700W. In the e'lstem paIl of the gJid. the extension of Ihe '1hove discussed anomalous ZO'k 

lies between 400S and 500S with discontinuations at 200E and 800E. The 10\\i magnetic response 

of this zone could he attributed to graphite O\\iing to its poor susceptibility. The discontinuations of 

the anomaly observed within this zone, mainly in the eastern part of the grid, could be due tv a 

structural disturbance. TIle high magndic response introduced ill this zone, patticularly to the IV,st 

of profile 600\\'. may be atttibukd to pegmatite and the effect of shallow bed rock. The change in 

anomaly axis observed near ]OOE. might have caused by some defonnations. 

TIle central anomalous zone detected by radiometry survey. close to 0'2001'. has no \wll 

defined magnetic anomaly trend. However. some patches of anomalies with .:1 T values less than 



o n T aro;: d~teckd. Somo;: graphitic bodies aro;: obserwd at field along tllis zone wllich could be tho;: 

sourc~ of the wea]; magndic response. The anomalous zone detected with moderate radiometry 

response at northwest pal1 of the grid has shown disturbed magnetic response. TIle high magnetic 

response of this zone could be atttibuted to pegmatite \'dns and shallow bed rock, whereas the lmy 

magnetic response could be assumed to be due to bodies of poor sllsceptibility found in association. 

~vfost of the survey area shows moderate magnetic response ,yhich may represent the large mass of 

mafic-ultramafic roc]; units such as talc-tremolite, talc-tremolite-actinolite and amphibole schists. 

Along profIle 500E the magnetic response 8hm\" some stmctural disturbances which, of 

course, has no correlation with the other geophysical results and the slIIface geology. These 

discontinuities could be due to weak tectonic zones. 
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Fig. 9 Residual total magnetic field contour map 
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Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the principle of the EM prospecting. Fig. 11 Phase Diagram 

In general 0 ~ q, ~ nJ2; and q, is zero for poor conductors and n/2 for good conductors .. \t 

evety point in an electromagnetic field there is an electric tleld (V /m) and a magnetizing force 

(Aim). TIle fields ,1re related by :\faxwell' s eq\1.1tions as 

-.. dJ 
\xE = - -- Faraday's Law d . 

.. . .. Ci5 
\xH = j .. -- - Ampere's Law 

a 

(19) 

(20) 

where 13 is the magnetic induction (Whm'). H the magnetic field intensity (:'..·m). E the e\ecll;c 

field intensity (v'm). ] the electric cutTent density (.\ m') and b the electric displacement 

(coul/m"). These field quantities are related to th.: media parameters as follows: 

fJ = ,uH 

(21) 

where ~l is the magnetic permeability, Ci the electric conducthity and s is the dielectric constant. 

In frce space 

00 = 8.85 x 10'" Faradsm; Go'" 0: and Po = -I;; xl0'- henry.'m. 



Substituting eqns.(21) in !\laxwell's eqns. (19) and (20) above, yields 

(22) 

(23) 

Taking the curl of both sides of eqn. (22) and (23) and substituting in the Maxwell's equations 

f-. I; = 0, and f-. B = 0, and reananging, one obtains the general wave equations as 

(24) 

For most rock makrial~ 8 = 900 and .ll = Po; and Ci = 10.3 mhoim for good conductors and is 

il bout 10' mho m for poor conductors (on the ilvcr;lge) : ~ I j . 

. ·\t IDI\' op,;rating frequencies (the cases considered in electromagnetic prospecting) eqn. 

(2~) can be approximated hy 

= 0; for free space 

and 

.- ;:::."'\ f --- \ 

" d ~ E i • 
'I'. _ = fla - I _.; for eaI1h maionals 

... '{j it ,H/ 
(26) 

In practice it is usually the magnetic fidd that is measured in electromagnetic prospecting 

! 16 J. Considering an electromagnetic plane polarized \\'ave in the x-y plane propagating venicallv 

downward in the z-direction into the eanh. the magnetic field component is given by 

( 27) 

where Ho is the ampumde and "3" is the amplitude L1ctor (a = (,uCl0)/2{'). 

In the ab,ence of subsulface c(mductors the field at anv point oscillates along a definite line 

and can hI.' repre,ented by a vector of proper magnitud~ giving th~ ampumde of th~ ttdd. lh~ 
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causative body. Further, on proftles 800W, 900Wand 1000W, between stations IS5S-95S, weak 

Elvf response is detected with both spacings. TIus EM anomaly has no correlation with the surface 

g"olog)', but coincides with the high radiometry. Thus, the source of this Er..-f anomaly may be 

assumed to be a conductive body found in association \\ith p"gmatite vein. 

On profiles 0 and I OOW between stations 300N and 390N a weak EM response is detected 

by the 100 meters spacing. This result coincided with high radiometry and low magnetic field 

responses. Graphitic schist is also observed at the field over this zone. Hence, the weak El\l 

anomaly of thi~ zone could be attributed to graplute mineralization oflow concentration. 

1be Ei\·f survey has also detected anomalies \\~th moderate amplitude ratio on profiles 

IOOW-800E. between stations 600S and 700S. paraUeI to the strong El"f anomaly detected at the 

southern margin of the grid. TIlls anomal~' has shOlvn up on both transmitter-receiver spacings. 

ex~"pt that the anomaly amplitude is relatively diminished for the 50 meters spacing. 

On profiles 300\\'-800\\' the El\[ anomaly detected between 200S and .fOOS has two 

distinct negative peaks flanked by positi\'e peaks on each side. The two negative peaks correspond 

to the paraUel graphitic lenses separakd by quartz-nuca schist observed on the sutfaee geological 

map (Fig. 2), ,vith each directly locakd belolV the peaks. TIle distinct negative peaks are more 

pronounced on the 50 meters transmitter-receiwr spacing (Fig, 13). The distinct anomaly featur~ is 

re1ati\'ely suppressed for the larger transmitter-receiver spacing (Fig. H) which may he explained 

intelms of the increased spacing that causes the summing up of the effects of both bodies and the 

introduction of wider resistive area. Each hand has an average width of 30-.fO meters and a length 

of 500 meters along the strike. 

Similarly. on profiles 600\\7-1000\\' between .fOOS and 600S. the £;"1 response has two 

distinct peaks for the 50 mekrs transmitkr-receiver spacing. On the other hand. the 100 mders 

spa"ing mapped a "ide E)'1 response which seems as due to a large anomalous hod~'. However. th~ 
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two distinct peaks for the shOiler spacing could represent two closely spaced parallel graphitic 

bodies. The larger spacing has merged the two bodies as if the E1\1 response is from a unified body 

which may be caused by the increased spacing. To identifY the source of this distinct peaks 

observed on the smaller spacing and the source of the EM anomaly detected between 600S and 

700S on the eastern profiles \"ith both spacings geological follow up and application of other 

geophysical methods are important. 

The Elvl anomalies are equally outlined with both transmitter-receiver spacings, except that 

the anomaly amplitudes depend on the frequencies and the spacings employed. The anomalY 

amplitude primarily depend on the conductivity of the target body. Accordingly, the zero E\I 

response detected over the survey area represents the barren rocks hosting the graphitic body . 

. \long the conducting zone of the area, the anomaly amplitude is obServed to increase with 

in,reasing transmitter-receiver spacing and frequency. Owing to its smaller spacing, the El\1 surwy 

with the 50 mders transmitter-receiver spacing is clearly seen to display El\f response who,,, 

anomaly amplitude is relatively diminished. For the same spacing, the anomaly amplitude is 

obs~r\"cd to increase with increasing frequency. Thus, for both spa<:ings the anom.liy amplilud, j, 

ma:illnum for the. signal fi'equene), 3037.5 Hz. TIle larger spacing allows better depth of 

penetration despik its poor resolution. Accordingly, from the effective depth of penetration of th, 

100 meters spacing, the anomalous hody is estimated to extend to a depth of at least 50 meter'. 

From the asynunetry of the GE>-'lE amplitude ratio curves of both spacings, the anoma10u' 

hody is suggested to dip to the n0l1h. 
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6.V 
p, = 2lra

I 
(38) 

The Schlumbel'ger Array: The Schlumberger array, illustrated in Figure 16(b), is the most ''<iddy 

used configuration. The potential electrode spacing "a" is vel)' small and constant and the current 

electrode spacing is increased during the measurements, typically at a logarithmic rate. If the 

potential between the measuring electrodes IvfN is very small to be measured, the spacing is 

increased and the measurement is continued with electrode spacing in the series [21]. 

The apparent resistivity at the center of a Schlumberger array is given by 

(39) 

where S is half of the CUtTent electrode separation (i.e., A13·2). 

The Dipole-Dipole Array: In this arrangement the cun~n1 eb:trodes are well separakd from the 

potenti;li electrodes (Fig. 16 C). TIle dipole-dipole an'angement is commonly used because of it>' 

deep pcndration and less electrode polariz.ltion problem [17]. 

If the separations "a" and "b" are equal and the distance between the cenkrs of th~ 

respective pairs is (n-I)a, the apparent resisth·ity detemuned by tlus arrangement is giwn by 

-" r' 
P . = :ma(n ~ I)(n.l- 2)-

. I (40) 

where n = 1. 2. 3 ....... 

Pole-Dipole arrJY: If one of the CUIl'ent electrodes. say electrode B. of the dipole-dipole 

an'angement is assumed to be at a great distance from the measurement location, the configuration 

reduces to a different aITangement known as pole-dipole all'ay illustrated in Figure 16 (d). For tIus 

arrangement equation (37) reduces to 

c.V 
P . ~ 2mw(lhl)-

. I (41) 
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where n = 1, 2, 3, ...... 

The Central Gradient Array: TIle central gradient array (Fig. 16 (e» is a special case of the 

Schlumberger arrangement with current electrodes fIxed at positions outside the sUIvey area while 

the potential electrode pair, MN, is moved along the proilles ~ithin the limits of the survey area. 

For this confIguration the apparent resistivity is given by 

f.V 
Pa =K~I~ 

21f 
where K = ---c------c----
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5.1.4 Field Proced ures 

Resistivity surveys are carried out using one or both of the two distinct techniques knol,n as 

electrical sounding and electrical profiling (mapping). These are more or less complemental)' to 

each other but electrical mapping is the more important in ore prospecting (17]. 

Electrical Sounding: electrical sounding is canied out by frcing the center of the electrical spread 

while the separation of electrodes is progressively increased. As the current electrode separation is 

increased, the electric potential distribution on the surface will be affected relatively more by deep

lying inhomogeneities within the eal1h. 

In sounding with the Wenner array (Fig. 16 (a)), the separation "a" is increased in steps by 

mo\,mg each of the four electrodes outwards from the center, typically \\ith set of separations "a" = 

2. 6. 18, 5·t,. .. n. etc. In the Schlumberger sounding method, the potential probes are fLwd at the 

center of the AB while the current electrodes are moved synunetrically outwards in steps. In the 

dipoJe-dipok and pole-dipole, the value of "n" is increased for better depth penetration. The 

sounding method has an advantage in exploration objectives requiring depth control which can 

onl~' be achieved through expanding the geometry of the e1ectrode configuration (17,5], 

Electrical Profiling: 111e Electric profiling (mapping) teclmique is of considerable importance in 

mineral prospecting. Results of electrical profiling in mineral exploration include location of 

verticaVsubvel1icai structures which are likely to be identified with large rt'sisti\.ity contrasts, sudl as 

faults, contacts. dikes. sh~ar zones and steeply dipping veins and three-dimensional bodies su~h as 

massi\.c sulphides r 5J. Such lateral variations in tht: ground resistiviTY anomaly can be successfully 

dd(;ded by continuous profiling with a fLx"d configuration. The ekctrical profiling is carried out 

using any of the dcctrode configurations shown in Fig. 16 with the electrode spacing fixed and the 
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array moved laterally along the profiles. TIle computed apparent resistivity is plotted at the mid

point of the potential electrodes. Any ore body having anomalous conductivity and which is 

shallower than the depth of the maximum effective penetration should show up as an anomaly on 

the resulting map [17,5). 

In the Wenner profiling, the four electrodes with fixed spacing are moved along the line of 

measurement. Each electrode is then advanced through the same distance. In the case of the 

gradient survey, the current electrodes are kept fixed, and the length of the profile to be surveyed 

makes up 1/3 to 1'4 of the separation of the current electrodes. The potential probes with a small 

mutual separation are then moved along the line of measurement [17). 

In the present study, the lP 'Resisth ity surveys were earned out on the same profiles as in 

the previous methods. using the Central Gradient and the Pole-Dipole aITaYs illustrated in fig. 16 

(d) and (e). For the purpose. a TSQ-3 transmitter. powered by an 8 HP Briggs and Stratton motor 

generator, and the digital lPR -lOA time-domain receh'er were used. In addition, non-polarizing 

porous pots as potential electrodes. stainless steel stakes as current electrodes. steel wires for 

connecting CUlTent ekctrodes and copper wires for connecting potential electrodes were \l~ed. 

\\'ith these SCI, the third slice of the lP decay curve along with the primary voltage Vp and the 

transmitter cUlTent I were recorded at every 20 meters stillion interval. Throughout the surwy, Ih..: 

transmitter and receiver duration was 2 seconds. 

During measurements with the Central Gradient alTay, the current electrodes (A and B), 

\\'ere staked at 7401'< and 7.tOS. The potential electrodes GIl and i\1) with a spacing of 20 mders 

""ere then moved along the profIles extending between 5.t0\' and 540S to measure potential field~. 

TIle center point of profIle between electrodes \1 and N I\'as defmed as the point of measurement. 

The Pole-Dipole array ,,;th spacing. "a", of 20 meters (Fig. 16 (d)) was used on 10 

profIles. The measurements were taken at ever:' :20 meters ~tation interval by increasing the "pacing 



between the current and potential electrode. from 1 to 6 titll~S the dipok kngth. TIle results a[" 

ploned at the midpoint of current electrode A and potential electrode Iv1 [21]. 

5.1.5 Data Processing, Presentation and Interpretation 

Data Processing and Presentation: Eqns. (41) and (42) were used for computing apparent 

resistivities for the central gradient and pole-dipole arrays, respe.ctively. Both the gradient and pole

dipole survey data were gridded at 5 units cell size and then contoured using the "geosoft" mapping 

and processing system. The contour and pseudosection maps are shown in Figs. 17, 18 and 19. 

Because of the large difference between the least and highest resi~tivity values, the contour maps 

for both arrays were prepared at a contour interval of 0.3 in a logalithmic scale. 

Data Interpretation: 

a) Central Gradiem Array 

From the apparent resisti\ity ~ontour map shOlm in Fig. 17, two major anomalous zon", 

vi I,m i1ppar~nt n:sisti\ltics (kss than 10 Olull-md;;r) are observed. The fIrst anomalous 20", 

,.\knds fi'om lOOOW to 900E along the southem margin of the survey grid. Between lines SOO'\'· 

1000\\' and 100\Y-900E. this zone h;ls an average \\idth of 70 mekrs whereas beflveen line

SOO\\'-IOOW its width increases to 200-250 meters. TIus thitl and elongated anomalous zone li~, 

along 360S in the ,Yestem and along 500S in the eastem grid and coincides "ith the stror:~ 

radiomelIy and electromagnetic and weak magnetk (.'. T) responses. TIle low "esistivity valu~, 

detected \\ithin tlus zone are atttibuted to graphite mineralization. During the field survey, sUIfa:, 

exposures of graphitic l'cdies were encountered follo\\mg tllis geophysical anomalous zone. 11'." 

zone opens to the west indicating the possihle extension of the mineralized body beyond t"o 

sUlyeyed grid. whereas to the east it closes 3round 9110E. The relatively greater anomaly wid''-



detected between lOO IV and 500 \\. could be due to intcr~alation of the graphite schist into the host 

rock and its dipping effect. 

The second low resistnity zone (less than 10 ohm-m) is relatively small in its areal 

dishibution and is detected at the central part of the gIid befween lOOEIO and 200W/300N. By the 

same analogy, the source of this anomalous zone is attributed to the gI'aphite mineralization. Other 

patches of anomalies with low resistnit}' (less than 10 Ohm-m) are mapped parallel to the main 

anomalous zone at 300E'200N and SOOE/SOON which are also assumed to have similar causative 

body as the main zone. 

The high apparent resistivity zone (greater than lOOO Ohm-meter) delineated between 

600W/O and 1000W,550S coincides \\lth enhanced radiometry total count measurements. \Vithin 

tlus zone occulnmces of pegmatite and quartz v<'ins are encountered. Hence, the high apparent 

resistivity values could be associated with these fonnations and fresh bed rocks. The enlJanc;"d 

rcsisti\lty values (abow 1000 Olnn-m) detected at the easkm margin of lhe grid do not corrdatc 

either with the radiometry or magnetic SUlyey results. Probably these \alu;s have resulted from lh~ 

,ompactcd and frtsh bd rod,s. 

Th~ moderate appar,nt resisti, ities (10-1000 Olnn-meters) measured OYer the majcrit}' of 

the SUlYeY gtid may represent the mafic-ultmnafi, rocks such as talc-trel110lite, tak-tremolite

actinolite and amphil>olitc schists. 
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b) Pole-Dipole alTa) 

From the apparent resistivity pseudosection map shown in Fig. 18, resistivity lows (less than 

10 Ohm-meters) are observed along 400S in all sections. The apparent resistivity plan map for the 

maximum pole-dipole spacing (i.e., for n=6) (Fig. 19) has sho\\TI a similar anomaly trend and 

amplitude as the gradient apparent resisthity contour map (Fig. 17) which indicates the possible 

depth extension of the graphite mineraliz.1tion. Accordingly, the anomalolls body appe,lrs to be 

extending to a depth of not less than 60 meters i.e., within the limit of effective depth of 

penetration of the pole-dipole alTa), (n=6). 

Other minor anomalies on profiles 200 W, 100 W, 0, 100 E and 200E are also observed 

whose amplitude increases at depth. These patches of anomalies could be explained to be due to 

the downward eC\tensions of the central anomaly observed on Fig. 17 between 200E and 200\\!. 

The mo(krate apparent resistivities (10-1000 Olun-meters) representing the mattc-ultramafic rocks 

and the high resisthities (> 1000 Ohm-meters) at the nOl1hwest of the grid which were assumed tu 

be due to the fksh bed rock, are also observed at depth with similar trend as was shown on the 

gradient resistivity map. 

Looking at the trend of the contour lines of the pseudosections, the anomalous body 

'lppears unifonnly dipping to the n0l1h whil.Oh also agrees \vith the D! survey result. 
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5.2 Induced Polarization Method 

The method of Induced Polarization (IP) has been successfully used in base metal search. 

particularly in the search for low grade deposits. In areas of disseminated mineralization, such as 

porphyry coppers where the resistivity anomaly could be considered non-existent, the IP method 

has been found to show a good response [17]. It is also used for exploration of oxides, sulphides, 

graphite and others [20]. 

Qualitative interpretation of the IP data from the profIles yields information about the 

location. lateral extent and the depth of anomalies. These quantities are estimated from the 

charactellstics of the profIle plots such as shalpness. symmetry. and amplitude above background. 

By traversing with several dift~rent electrode separations. it is often possible to resolve mUllipk 

anomalies ,md gain some idea of their depth exknl. 111e method of induced polariz,ltion t~lirly giws 

good ,!cpth estimate ,md has a ~onsiderabk depth of penetration despite th" ambiguity it pr"sents ;to 

to the \o;:Jtion of the targd, undesirable dL~ts of near SUlfa,,, variations and slow fidd opeDtions 

[21 ]. 

5.2.1 Sources of the Induced Polarization 

\\llcn cunent 1101\'5 through the ground, some energy storage takes place in the form of 

meclmucal. ekctrical and chemical energy. Th~ chemical energy is by far the most dominant 

energy storage mechanism in tho process and is due to variations in the mobility of ions in fluid, 

throughout the rock structure and variations between the ionic and electronic conducthity "'here 

metallic minerals are present. The frrst effect is known as membrane polariz,ltion (electrol~1ic l. The 

latter. which is more pronounced. is known as electrode polarizatIon. 

When the external cunent'voliage is applied to the ground. the· electrochemical e:\Gnange 

(·rcates a voltage which opposes {he CUITent flm\- llu'ough the matelill. When this extemaUy "pplied 
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CUIT~nt IS turn~d off. th~ "kctroch~mical vOIt,lgt: at th~ interfaces is dissipated, but not 

iJlStantan~ously (Fig. 20). 1bis d~caying voltag~ can be measured for a certain time after th~ 

CUlTent is switched off [5). 

TIle membrane polarization constitutes the background or the so-called nOImal IP effect 

which has to be compensated during IP measurements [21). 

t 

v, 

1 
Vet) 

Fig. 20 IP decay lover voltage) cup,;e. 

Electl'od e Polarization: :-'1inel'3ls whkh are electronic conductors exhibit electrode pob!ization. 

Since the wlocity of CUlTont t1mv in metals is mBch higher than in the electro~te. the piling up of 

ions is maintained by the o'-1ernal \·oltage. When the CUlTent is inteITUpted. the residual voltage 

decays as the ions diffuse back to their original equilibrium state. Thi~ eft<:c.t is observed in oxides. 

wlphides. metals. graphite and graphite schists [20.21]. 

The magnitude of polarization is higher for disse!ninated minerals than for massive one< 

because it is a surt~1ce phenomenon. Thus. one \\ould expect high IP effect in a dissclninaled 

sulphide occurring in compacIed rocks than in thl': porous ones. FUl1her, the magnitude (kpends on 

th¢ extemat current sour~~ and mineral con~entration. For a pal1icular concentration it decrea.,", 

I"ith incr¢Jsing porosity [21 j. 



5.2.2 Ind uced Polarization .\Ieasurements 

The field procedures for induced polatization (IP) swveys are similar to that of th", 

resisti, it)' mdhods described in section (5.1. 4). The different configurations illustrated in Fig. (16)· 

for the resisthity methods also apply to induced polarization measurements. The lP measurements 

can be done either in time domain or in frequency domain. 

5.2.2.1 Time Domain .\Ieasurements 

a) IP pHcent 

TIle ratio of the residual voltage Vet), in millivolt, existing at a time t after the CUITent is 

culoff 10 Ihe steady vollage \'" in vall, duling the cun'ent flow inlerval gives Ihe simplest way to 

measure lP effect in time domain (Fig. 20), \\ 'hen bolh qlL1nlities are expressed in millivolt~, IP 

percent is defined as 

/. ( ) 
lpo, - . t '1000" '0 - --.\ ."0 

/' ,-

b) Decay time integral 

(43) 

IP sels generally measure area under decay curves (Fig. 20) over a dellnile lime interval 

(say, betw.;en time I, and I~). Thus. the time integral is given by 

Decay lime integral = f"I'(I)dl .. (44) 

where \'(t) is the residual vollage in milm-olls 

c) Chargeability 

The chargeability (\1) measuremenl is widely med in time domain lP measurements. It is 

the extension of the decay time integral and is defined as 

US) 



where V, is the steady voltage that exists before interrupting the current. Chargeability(i'vf) is given 

in millisecond when both \'(1) and \', are .::xpressed in the same unit. 

5.2.2.2 Frequency Domain :\Ieasurements 

a) Frequency elTect 

If an alternating current is mad.:: to flolV through the ground, the over voltage observed at 

the metallic surface will decrease with increasing frequency because the build up of the opposing 

voltage to its full value requires a longer time than the period between changes in direction of the 

applied current [20]. This phenomenon makes possible the measurement of apparent resistivities at 

two or more frequencies. If apparent resisth ities ;':DC and PAC are the measur~d values at low and 

06) 

Jnd the percent frequency effe~t (PFE) is expressed ,lS 

DF'" ~ P ;.: ' P,L' \'100° 
I i- - -----, 0 

" , 1,_._ 

In pr J~ti;;e, m"JSurements ar, mack at 1\\ 0 or mol'': frc4uclh;ies in the r;mge of 0.1 Hz to 

10Hz: ~'nc is greater than '-' . .;.c bciJ1g the \'alue !ill,en at the lo\\est frequency [~l]. 

b) :\fetal Factor 

Since the IF efl~ct \'anes \\ith effective resiSli\ ity of the host rock, i.e., the type of 

ekctro~1e, temperature, pore size, etc., the metal f.1Ctor parameter (\-IF) corrects to some extent 

far these variables. It is expressed as 

\\'h~n apparent resisti\ity is in alun meter, metal fa~tor ('-IF) is ,,"pressed in mho per meter. 
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The north-west portion of the grid which was identified by high radiometry and high 

apparent resisti>ity values has shown moderate to high chargeability response (40-70 msec). This 

zone has no clear correlation with the surface geology. Howe\'er, the high charge ability is assumed 

to be due to disseminated graphite mineralization found in association with the pegmatite veins and 

the host rock. 

The low charge ability response (less than 30 msec) is attJibuted to the batTen host rocks 

represented by the mafic-ultramafic rocks such as ta\c-tremolite, talc-tremolite-actinolite and 

amphibolite schists. 

b) Polr-Dipole array 

On the IF pseudosection map (Fig. 22). chargeability highs (greater than 50 msec) are 

ckarly detected between stations 300S and SOuS in aU sections. These high IF values fatrlv 

con'espond to the low resistivity zone shOlvn 1Il hg, 18. 111<." anomalies appear to extend to a 

con:;iderabk depth within the limit of th" dt'todive depth of penetration of the pole-dipole an'av 

"ith dipole spacing of n~6 (approximakd to be 60 lllders), HOlvever. on profile 300\\' lh~ 

illtcmilY of II' valu.::, sho\\ it significant Jrop ,\ith J"p:h ilhii.:ating that the causative boJ~ i.; liHti(c,; 

to shallol\' depth. The pok-dipole .:h.lrg"Jbilil:; pLn map for n = 6 (Fig. ':3) has shol\Il simibr 

nomal)' trend Jnd amplitud~ as that of the gradient chargcability (Fig. 21), Jnd this indj,;at~s tll\: 

possihk presence of graphite mincralizatil'll at depth, 

On some profiles (-IOO\\'. 300\\', 200\\', 0, and :?OOE), along the main anomalolls zone, the 

anomaly is obserwd on n = I which reveals the possible presence of outcropped and'or shallm\' 

anomalous bodies, This result is in good agreement with the encountered graphite surface 

e\:poSures in the field and, in some cases. with similar bodies exposed by trenching at depths of 0,5 

to I meIer. On the other hand. on lines 11IUW and ~('OW no anomalolls signature was noted on the 

n = I lew\. Tltis may indicate that the causative bodv is not exposed on the ground surface 



Oth~r patdl~S of an01l1ali~s at depth ar~ also obs~rved on th~ .;hargeability pseudosection 

map with fair overlapping with rcsisti\lty result (Fig. 18). Th~ high chargeability values dett:cted at 

100\\' 0-250:':, 0 '0-300;"; and 100E'200-300;"; coincidl.' with the resistivity lol\'s, and it could be 

due to the dOlmward continuation of the sUlfaee anomaly observed at .;entral 1'311 of the grid. 

Similarly, the anomaly ddected at 1000\\"0-300:': and 800\\"0-200:\1 may be the depth extension 

of the sUlfaee anomaly observed at the northwest of the gtid which is complementing the 

assumption made on the possible presence of disseminated graphite mineraliz.1tion in this zone. 

The chargeability pseud0,,:~tions ha\', indicakd anomalous body dipping to the north. 

"'hidl agrees with the resisthity and E\1 sUI"e;: re,\llts and the fidd observation. 
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6. INTEGRATED ANALYSIS OF THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY DATA 

TIle results of the individual geophysical surveys (radiometric, magnetic, electromagnetic, 

electrical resistivity and Induced Polarization) were presented in the preceding chapters on which 

basis the independent interpretations were made to account for the anomalies observed in each 

case. 

In this concluding chapter, an integrated interpretation of the results of all the geophysical 

methods employed over the survey area is made. 

6.1 Phy~ico-gcological Model 

(in relative units) 
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Fig. 24. Generalized Physico-Geological Model of the Gara-Gcdernsa graphite occum:nce. 
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Fig. 24 shows the generalized model of the Gara Ged"msa graphite occurrence and the 

features of the geophysical responses over the graphitic zone. As shown on the modeL the 

mineralization zone is characterized by high radiometry, high IP and high EM anomalies, as well as 

low apparent resisti\ities and weak magnetic field intensities. According to the model, ihe source of 

the geophysical anomalies are parallelly dipping graphitic bodies which occur sandwiched in the 

host rocks. 

Rough petrophysical analysis conducted using rock samples from the study area has 

revealed that both the graphitic schist and the host rocks display low magnetic susceptibilities. 

However. as compared to the host rocks represented by quartzite, pegmatite, and mafic-ultramatlc 

units (ta1c-tremolite. ta1c-treinolite-actinolite and amphibole schists). over the graphitic mineralized 

zones the measured tldds are found to show lower magnetic intensities and apparent resistivity and 

stronger chargeability. This fact is more or less shown on the ph~'sico-geological model (Fig. 2-1). 

6.2 Discussion 

The low magnetic field intensity. the high conducth ity and high chargeability of th" 

graphitic zones as compared to that of the host rocks Jre markedly reflected on the geophysical 

survey results. The pegmatite wins which are known to have space relationship with graphite 

mineralization also made possible the application of the radiometric method to indirectly delineate 

the graphitic mineralized zones. This is clearly observed on the tot.11 count and potassium contour 

maps, Figs. 3 and 4, where the mmeralized zones are identified with their strong radioacliw 

responses. ),10reover, owing to the difference in the COIllent of radioacti'l'e elements in rocks. the 

method has outlined the boundaries of the lithologic units dislilbuted \\lthin the area of survey. 

The geophysical results h'lW mapped hyo prominent ,1Ilom'110us zones, among \\hich til" 

major one is outlined at the extreme southem part of the grid, Ilh,-reas the second one mapped al 



d.;pth which may indicat.; more concentration of the causativ" body at d"pth. 11lerefore. tlus 

could be considered as a minor source of graphite mineralization fi'om exploration point of "leV; 

In addition to the two anomalous zones, the geophysical results have indicated s( 

anomaly at the northwest of the grid which is characterized by high resisth'ity and moderate to h 

radiometry and chargeability responses. The IP and resisth~ty highs of tltis zone are also obsen 

at depth with similar trend on the pole-dipol.; plan map for the maximum spacing (Figs. 19 aI, 
i 

23). The moderate to high radiometry and chargeability responses of this zone may indic·ate ttl 
" 

presence of disseminated graphite mineralization along with the pegmatite veins. On the othe, 
: 

hand, the overlapping IP and resisth~~' highs may be good indicator for quaI1z-sulphide-gold tyPI 

of mineralization. This zone needs further geological foUow up to confmn the geophysical surve~\ 
results. 

The asymmdry of th~ Dd cun.es. i.e .. th~ positive shoulders beillg great<or at the h.lI1ging 

"ail side tFigs. 13 and 1~) and the trmds of th" pseudos"~tjon contour lines (Figs. 18 and 22). 

sugg~st that the anomalous body of the surwy area unifonnJy dips at about 50°-600 to th~ north ... \); 

s¢en on tll, pok-dipck plaJl lIlap [or th~ dipok spacing of n = 6 (Figs. 19 and 23), the aIlOln.Jl:-

d,lI:~tod at the south,rn margin is relatiwly djspla~cd tv th.: right which could be attributed te, the 

dipping of the graphitic body as it is shown on the gmeralizcd physico-geological model in Fig. 2.1. 

The anomaly intenuption observed on the gradient chargeability contour map (Fig. ~1) 

along the main anomalous zone could be explained inrmns of the potential distlibution in or O\'er 

the ground and the configuration of the method. The fixed spac.ings employed in the conilguration 

for the CUtTent and potential electrodes have limited the re~olution of the method over Ihe graplutl<: 

bod\'. Fr0m cqn .. H, i,e .. V = Ip'271L for constant cuaent I. as the re~isli\'ity p diminishes Ihe 

pOkntial \ could be "cry smail to be detected. Accordingly. the vcr;.' low resistivity of graphite 

could make difficult the dekction of the potential dislIibution ovn the graphitic body \\ith the ft'\ed 

\ 



6.4 Recommendations 

Based on th..: above conclusions, the following recollunendations are fonvarded: 

1. The electromagnetic method is reconunended to be preferably applied in other areas with 

similar physico-geological em1ronmenl. Tht' IF'Resisthity methods should be applied over the 

E~f anomali~s for better infOimation on the lateral and vet1ical distribution of the anomalous 

body. 

The radiometry method was found to be suitable for geological mapping, and could preferably 

be applied for similar purpose in other areas "lth similar geological settings. 

3. From exploration point of view. the anomalous body delineated at the southern margin of the 

grid is reconunended to be follo'i"ed up as a main source of graphite. 

... Accordinglv. to coniUm the re,ults of the geoph\'~ical surveys and to further evaluate the 

ecunomic signiticance of the inf<:ned graphite min~ralization. two hore holes are reconunended 

over the main anomalous zone mapped at the southern margin of the surve~' grid. The bore 

holes are recommended to be drilled at GOO\\' 25uS and 600E .... OS. Pro\;ded that the 

oukume, of th" ilrst drillings Jre promising, afh)ther bore hok is reconunended to be dtilled 

0\'er the "ntral anomalous zone at 0 100:-':. All bore holes are recommended 10 be suru.. at 211l 

azimuth I\irh 35° inclination as sho\vn in Fig. 2-l. 

5. Geological foUo\\' up is rocommended at the not1h\\,est of the gzid, where high IF and high 

resistivity anomalies are detected, because such anomalous zone may be a fa\'orable site for 

quartz-sulphide-gold rype of mineralization. In addition. the EM anomalies detected at the 

south be~'ond the current grid. parallel to the main anomalous zone. needs geological foUowJ!P 

and the application of other geophysical methods. like SP and lPReslsti-.-ity, to confum the 

result obtained with the Elvf survey. 
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Appendix B 

Assume a point ekctrode delivering I amp~res located at the surface of a semi-infinite 

homogeneous isotropic medium and the air above it has zero conductivity. The CUlTent circuit is 

completed through another electrode, usually at surface, placed far enough alVa)' that its influence 

is negligible. 

C I 

p (resisth ity of the ground) 

Fig. 26 Point source of CUITent at the sUiface of a homogeneous mediUlll 

From the sYllUlletry of the system. the potential will pe a function of r only. where r is a 

distance from the point electrode C1. Thus Laplace· s equalion in sphelical coordinate becomes 

, d'V 2 dV 
v·I"=----=O 

dr': r fir 

:-- fultiplying both side b\ r' and inkgrating. \\e obtain 

dI".~ . . . 
- = -, . \yhere A IS mtelITalion constant 
~lr r - . --

Integrating again, we get 

v = - A + B . where B the second integration constant 
r 

Applying boundary conditions: 

i) V vanishes as r increases to infinite. i.e .. B = 0 

dV 
ii) - = 0 at z = U because em = 0 

dr 



and defming I = 21liJ, where J = -0 dV,dr from eqns. (32) and (33), is CUITent density, the 

integration constant A is evaluated by 

Jp 
A=--

2" 

Substituting for A in equation for V above, a potential due to a single cunent electrode a distance r 

fi'DIU it is obtained as 

v= Jp 
2m-
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